Review on France Verre company
Manufacturer and installer in the region of Dunkirk (59), the company France Glass specializes
in the fields of glazing, mirrors and aluminum & PVC joinery. Realize all your desires for
decoration and decoration! Innovative ideas combining design, comfort and safety, France
Verre offers a wide range of mirrors, glazing and joinery aluminum and PVC: doors, windows,
shutters, verandas, pergolas, gates, credence, etc.
France Verre accompanies you in your projects of construction, renovation and layout: on-site
design, custom manufacturing in our workshops and installation of glazing products, mirrors and
joinery near Dunkirk in the North (59).

A dedicated design office
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At France Verre, all your glazing, mirrors and carpentry projects are designed on site. We pay
particular attention to the overall study of your project to ensure a perfect integration to your
construction. For the study and realization of plans of facades and aluminum joinery, our design
office - attached to our team in-house - brings you its expertise on the technical and financial
feasibility of your project.

Customized manufacturing
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Integrated into the main building, our glazing and aluminum manufacturing workshops cover
1300 m². They can meet all your requirements in terms of safety, aesthetics, quality and
comfort. All your products are made to measure: doors, windows, verandas, pergolas, bay
windows, garage doors, etc.

Installation and guarantees
The installation and installation of your glazing products, mirrors and carpentry are provided by
our own France Glass installation teams. We guarantee a state-of-the-art installation, respecting
essential technical performances such as thermal insulation, sound insulation and
waterproofing. Architects and project managers, we support your projects! France Glass
accompanies on Dunkirk, Lille, Calais, Boulogne, Saint-Omer, Le Touquet and Hazebrouck
building professionals and local communities in their projects of construction, renovation and
layout, from the beginning to the end of the site.

Recognized expertise since 1987
At France Verre, we offer professionals and local authorities services of carpentry or mirrors of
quality, made in the rules of the art. In our technical design office, we put at your disposal our
know-how and our experience to apprehend your projects of construction, renovation and
layout.
We work in a logic of environmental interest, putting our priorities in an ethical approach in our
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relations with our customers, suppliers and partners.

Our dedicated design office
Analysis of technical constraints, work in collaboration with the architectural office, site
monitoring, development of technical and execution plans, coordination with other bodies of
state, our experienced technicians accompany you throughout your project. From the beginning
to the end of the project, we advise you to optimize costs and meet deadlines.
Would you like more information on our service dedicated to professionals? Do not hesitate to
contact a France Verre adviser.

Maintenance and repair
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The France Verre after-sales service is at your disposal for all maintenance and repair needs on
installed products: doors, windows, shutters, gates, verandas, glazing, mirrors, etc. This service
is provided by a team of reactive and qualified technicians, who intervene as quickly as possible
on your installations.

24/7 breakdown ice breaker
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A broken window? Our team of specialists provides express troubleshooting of all your
windows. In case of breakage of ice, we put in security your installation, find a temporary
solution and replace the glazing in the shortest possible time: single and double windows,
glazing security, glazing all grounds, showcase, door clarit, walls of shower, shaping .
Intervention on aluminum joinery, pvc and shutters
Need a repair on your doors, windows, shutters, garage doors, canopies or verandas? France
Verre technicians work on your installations to repair them. Established in Villeurbanne since
1975, we are recognized throughout the Lyon region for our expertise in the field of glazing
mirrors. It has grown over time through the realization of multiple projects executed in
Villeurbanne, Lyon, in the department of the Rhone, in neighboring departments such as Ain,
Isère, Loire ... but also in many other regions of France. We intervene as soon as possible for
any replacement of windows, showcases, double or triple glazing (breakage, break-in). We also
provide a fast glass cutting service for professionals and individuals.
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